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Major Updates

- Overall editorial clean-up
  - (almost) complete specification
- Factored out packet format
  - not all packetbb options used in OLSRv2
Details

- Clean separation of forwarding & processing
  - applicable to OLSRv2 & extensions
- Multiple interfaces
  - MA messages no longer needed
  - cleaner multiple interface support
- Numerous minor specification clarifications
...and running code...

- Implementations:
  - most contributors (and others) developing, or have developed, conformant implementations

- Development updates etc:
  - http://olsrv2.online.fr/blog
  - Community blog, RSS feed....
Homework

• Please

• provide feedback, comments, point out errors, ....

• ....and the best way to go about this is to implement it.

• bugtracker:

  • [http://olsrv2.online.fr/bugtracker/](http://olsrv2.online.fr/bugtracker/)